
The Visitor Cycle

The Holistic View

What are the main values that drive the DMO?

Product & Experience

Describe the best authentic experience, telling a genuine story of the destination.

How does it support the brand? How does it support storytelling?

Shaping the brand

Think about the brand identity of your destination and describe the tone of voice and the visual elements that translate them.

Markets & Audiences

What are the main markets you want to target, attract and nurture? 

Content & Engagement

Performance & Measurement

Partnerships & Alliances

Knowledge & Insight

Exploration & Innovation

In order to be able to craft, build and distribute great immersive content, you need to: 

How would you distribute your content to specific target audiences?

How could you develop experiences in collaboration with the key relevant partners? Define the value of partnership.

Set a clear goal for 2020. How do you quantify your goal? How do you measure it? Set your KPIs.

How can you advocate digital

throughout the industry?

What is missing to become a

digital champion?

Can you identify key digital leaders in the

industry and partner with them?

Print these values and stick them to your office walls! 

Technology & Disruption

Describe which are the touchpoints with your consumers in each phase of the Visitor Cycle.

AWARENESS 

CONVERSION

Targeting and Distribution

Outsource the creation of new content

Build a Content Team

Invest in new equipment

Review existing content and craft it for new purpose

Think about how to use UGC

Set up a strategic planning across different channels

Tone of voice  Visual tone

Markets Segments
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Communities

Create and share knowledge

Schedule a benchmarking and trend session in which you take a look at your competitors.

Choose a new tech gadget and ask one of your team to try it, plan the creation of new content with the gear.

Schedule a full-day workshop for the team in which you will solve challenges using the DTTT Design Thinking Pack

List Markets , segments and communities and place the sticky notes according to whether you

consider them to be core, potential (Growth) or nurtured.

Geographic  Demographic  Psychographic / Behavioural

Tick the boxes or add your own options

GOAL:

List your key partners and think about possible partnerships to explore

Criteria to evaluate partners

Brand-au

dience

match

Lift in

volume

Product &

Experience

match

Would you group them under specific thematic clusters? How would you feature them on your website? Do your partners bring you higher volume of visits?

What role do airlines and hotels play as partners? What's the value of distribution partners like publishers? 

Create competitiveness in digital Build an internal and external feedback loop

12 Stages of Transformation Roadmap

INTEREST

PLANNING

EXPERIENCE

SHARING

Write the name of the target segment on the left and the distribution strategy on the right,

specify the channels and advertising techniques if needed.

KPIs:

Think about the use of technology in your organisation. Where can you improve and how can you be a digital champion?

How can you maximise the knowledge sharing inside your organisation and outside within the industry?

How can you stimulate exploration of new trends and innovation within your organisation?

#DTTT Design Pack - Digital Tourism Think Tank

Everybody can be a designer! This is the principle you need to remind yourself when you feel you are lacking creativity. This

been said, we have got you covered with a series of templates to work on solving any challenge your DMO or organisation may

face. We have collected all the material we used
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/dttt-design-pack/

